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planning. In other respects their contribution to the nation's
general culture has been less, perhaps, than might have been
expected.
While British industry thus continued to display an astonish-
ing vigour, qualified only towards the end of the sixteen years by
certain hints of decline, British agriculture, which till then had
almost as conspicuously led the world, was thrown overboard in
a storm like an unwanted cargo. We have briefly told the political
story of this in Chapter II.
What occasioned the sudden and overwhelming invasion of
Europe by American prairie-wheat in the late seventies? Three
causes, which by accident came together. First, railway expan-
sion. In 1860 the United States had approximately 30,800 miles
of railway (about thrice the British mileage at the same date).
By 1870 this had become 53,200 miles, and by 1880 about 94,200
miles. These prodigious growths were mainly across prairie;
and the railways, in order to encourage farmer-settlers, under-
took to carry their crops for less than cost over a series of years.
The consequence was a land-rush followed by very cheap grain-
freights. Secondly, a sudden abundance of cheap ocean-going
steamer transport resulted, as explained above, from improve-
ments in marine engines. The cost of sending a ton of grain from
Chicago to Liverpool water-borne was £3 7^. in 1873, £% Is- *n
1880, and -£i 4*. in 1884—a cheapening equal to gs. yd. on every
quarter of corn for water-freight alone. The third and decisive
factor was agricultural machinery. The peculiarity of the prairie-
farmer's position was that he could have as much virgin land as he
wanted, but it was next to impossible to get any hired labour. No
manures were needed; no intensive culture was worth while; the
land itself was his asset, and, the more he cropped, the bigger his
return. But he had to do his work himself, and the limit of his
extension was set by what machines would enable one pair of
hands to perform. Under so strong an urge it is not surprising
that the United States from 1840 or earlier led the way in inven-
tions of agricultural machinery; and perhaps the single most
epoch-making one of them all was the self-binder attached to the
reaping-machine, because it enabled the latter to be worked by
one man instead of two. The first commercially successful type
was the Locke wire binder brought out in 1873, and immediately
adopted on a most extensive scale. In principle it meant

